Industrial Fog computing deploys various industrial services, such as automatic monitoring/control and imminent failure detection, at the Fog Nodes (FNs) to improve the performance of industrial systems. Much effort has been made in the literature on the design of fog network architecture and computation offloading. This paper studies an equally important but much less investigated problem of service hosting where FNs are adaptively configured to host services for Sensor Nodes (SNs), thereby enabling corresponding tasks to be executed by the FNs. The problem of service hosting emerges because of the limited computational and storage resources at FNs, which limit the number of different types of services that can be hosted by an FN at the same time. Considering the variability of service demand in both temporal and spatial dimensions, when, where, and which services to host have to be judiciously decided to maximize the utility of the Fog computing network. Our proposed Fog configuration strategies are tailored to battery-powered FNs. The limited battery capacity of FNs creates a long-term energy budget constraint that significantly complicates the Fog configuration problem as it introduces temporal coupling of decision making across the timeline. To address all these challenges, we propose an online distributed algorithm, called Adaptive Fog Configuration (AFC), based on Lyapunov optimization and parallel Gibbs sampling. AFC jointly optimizes service hosting and task admission decisions, requiring only currently available system information while guaranteeing close-to-optimal performance compared to an oracle algorithm with full future information.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) integrates the physical industrial environment into computer-based systems, resulting in improved efficiency, accuracy and economic benefit in addition to the reduced human intervention [1] . Traditionally, industrial applications are founded on a centralized model of data processing and analytics: data generated by industrial devices are transported over the Internet infrastructure to a central computing facility (typically a cloud) where intensive data processing are carried out [2] . However, the ever-growing distributed industrial data renders it impractical to transport all data over today's already-congested backbone Internet. Moreover, due to the unpredictable network latency, data processing in the cloud often cannot meet the stringent latency requirements of monitoring and controlling critical industrial devices [3] .
To overcome these limitations, Fog computing has recently been integrated into IIoT to support the operating environment featured by real-time response and high automation, which exploits the spare computing resources of edge devices (e.g. network gateways) to relieve backbone traffic burden and enable ultra-low latency response [4] . In a typical scenario, industrial devices are equipped with smart Sensor Nodes (SNs) which collect data and perform first order operations (e.g. filtering, aggregation, and translation) on the raw data. A cohort of SNs can be logically clustered around and communicate with a Fog Node (FN) that provides a richer computing resource. These FNs receive streamed data from SNs, perform more complex analysis on the received data, and derive actionable intelligence to maintain the devices within its "sphere of influence". They also have the option of further offloading workload exceeding their computing capacity to the cloud as a second choice, resulting in a hierarchical Fog computing architecture [5] (see Fig 1 for an illustration) . Task offloading has been a central theme of many prior works [6] , [7] , which concerns what/when/how to offload workload of end devices to FNs. This literature assumes that FNs can process whatever types of service demand received without considering the availability of services. However, unlike the centralized cloud which has huge and diverse resources, the limited computing/storage resources of FNs allow only a small set of services to be hosted at the same time [8] . Because different industrial devices differ in their functionality and require different services to analyze the sensed data, which services are hosted by the FN determines which devices can be maintained at the network edge, thereby affecting the performance of Fog computing. 
Fig. 1. Illustration of adaptive Fog configuration
Optimally configuring the Fog system (i.e., which services are hosted by which FNs) is a very challenging problem for IIoT. First, industrial devices are heterogeneous in terms of required service types and corresponding service demand. While the former is often fixed, the latter is changing over time since devices follow different operation schedules (regular maintenance or event-driven). Therefore, FNs must be adaptively configured to track the temporal variations of the demands for different services. Second, to accommodate more service demand at the Internet edge, FNs are usually densely deployed and hence an SN may be in the coverage of multiple FNs.
On the one hand, the overlapping coverage allows FNs to collaboratively serve SN's demand. On the other hand, it creates a complex multi-cell setting where demand and resources are highly coupled in the spatial domain. Effective Fog configuration requires careful coordination among all FNs, and distributed solutions are in much favor. Third, FNs are deployed in a "drop-andplay" fashion to enable Fog computing on the existing infrastructure. In this scenario, FNs may not be powered by main electric grids but have to rely on batteries (or renewable energy sources) [9] . The battery energy constraints couple the fog configuration decisions over time, yet decisions have to be made without foreseeing the future system dynamics. To address these challenges, we develop a novel online framework for adaptive Fog configuration.
In the conventional cloud computing context, virtual machine placement problems have been studied [10] , and optimizing service placement over multiple cloudlets was investigated in [8] .
However, these works do not consider the overlapping coverage areas or the battery energy constraints of FNs, and their algorithms are centralized. Content caching in Fog systems is also related to service hosting considered. While content caching [11] mainly deals with storage ca-pacity constraints, our fog configuration strategy aims to improve computation delay performance withe energy budget constraints. Our main contributions are as follows:
(1) We formalize the adaptive Fog configuration problem for IIoT as a mixed-integer nonlinear stochastic optimization problem with long-term constraints. We jointly optimize service hosting and task admission of a network of FNs in order to minimize the time-average computation delay cost while satisfying the long-term battery energy constraints of FNs.
(2) A novel algorithm, called AFC, is developed for adaptive Fog configuration under the Lyapunov optimization framework [12] . AFC executes in an online fashion by separating the long-term problem into a sequence of per-slot subproblems that are solvable with only currently available system information. We prove that AFC achieves close-to-optimal service delay while bounding the potential violation of the long-term energy consumption constraint. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model and problem formulation. Section III develops the online algorithm AFC and proves its performance guarantee. Section IV designs a distributed algorithm as a subroutine of AFC. SectionV carries out simulations, followed by the conclusion in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Industrial Fog System
We consider an industrial environment comprising different types of devices. A hierarchical industrial Fog system is deployed to automate monitoring and control as well as apply embedded intelligent agents that can adjust device behaviors in relation to ongoing performance variables.
Specifically, each device is equipped with a sensor node (SN), which is a low-power wireless 
Because FNs are battery-powered, in addition to what services to host, they also decide the amount of workload to process by itself to extend the battery lifetime. Let b t n ∈ [0, 1] be the fraction of service demand admitted by FN n. Note that the actual task admission will be decided during the time slot when the specific service demand is received depending on its type and priority. Nevertheless, the task admission decisions can still be planned at a reasonably high granularity at the beginning of each time slot. We collect the task admission decisions of all
C. Energy Consumption and Service Delay
Different service hosting and task admission decisions shape the service demand distribution among the FNs and the Cloud in different ways, resulting in different energy consumption of the FNs and service delay. Let λ
1) Energy consumption:
To simplify our analysis, we assume that the FN processes tasks at its maximum CPU speed and chooses the minimum CPU speed when it is idle. Then, based on the energy consumption model in [6] the computation energy consumption can be expressed as:
where E o n is the static energy consumption regardless of the workload as long as FN n is turned on; κ n = cf 2 n is the unit energy consumption for one CPU cycle depending on the CPU architecture parameter c and CPU frequency f n ; b
is the total number of CPU cycles required to process service demand received by FN n.
2) Service delay:
The service delay consists of computation delay and communication delay.
The computation delay is incurred by task processing that happens at either the FNs or cloud.
Following the Fog server computation model in [15] , the computation delay for one type-k service demand is µ k /f n if it is processed at FN n and is µ k /f 0 if it is processed at Cloud, where f n and f 0 is the CPU frequency at FN n and Cloud, respectively. Usually, we have
The communication delay are incurred during wireless transmission between SNs and FNs and, wired transmission between FNs and cloud via the backbone Internet. Since the wireless transmission delay for each SN-FN pair is similar and much smaller compared to backbone transmission [16] , their impact on the service delay can be neglected. Therefore, we focus on the backbone transmission delay. Let r t be the backbone transmission rate and h t be the RoundTrip Time to Cloud, the service delay cost for SN m can be obtained as:
where, in the first case, the first term captures the service delay for demands processed at FN v t m (a t ) = n and the second term captures the service delay for demands processed at Cloud.
D. Offline Problem Formulation
The goal of Fog network is to minimize the total service delay cost of all SNs while satisfying the energy consumption constraints of FNs. Formally, the offline problem is
where the first constraint is the long-term energy consumption constraint for each FN, and T ·Q n is the available battery energy of FN n for a period of T time slots. Every T time slots the battery is replenished either manually or via an energy harvesting device. The second constraint is due to FNs' service hosting capacity. The third and fourth conditions impose per-slot constraints on the maximum energy consumption of each FN and the maximum total service delay cost.
There are several challenges that impede the derivation of the optimal solution to the offline problem P1. First, optimally solving P1 requires the complete future information (e.g., service demands for all t) which is difficult to predict in advance, if not impossible. Second, the longterm energy constraint couples the configuration decisions temporally: consuming more energy in the current slots will reduce the available energy for future use. Third, P1 is a mixed integer nonlinear programming which is very difficult to solve even if the future information is known a priori. These challenges call for an efficient online approach that can make Fog configuration decisions with only currently available information.
III. ONLINE ADAPTIVE FOG CONFIGURATION
In this section, we develop an online algorithm AFC (Adaptive Fog Configuration) based on Lyapunov optimization. A salient advantage of AFC is that it converts the offline problem P1
to a sequence of per-slot optimization problems that are solvable with only currently available information.
A. Online Fog Configuration with Lyapunov Drift
A major challenge of directly solving P1 is that the long-term energy constraint of FNs couples the Fog configuration decisions and task admission decisions across different time slots.
To address this challenge, we leverage the Lyapunov drift technique and construct a set of (virtual) energy deficit queues q(t) = {q n (t)} n∈N , one for each FN, to guide the Fog configuration and task admission to follow the long-term energy constraints (5b). Initializing q n (0) = 0, ∀n ∈ N , the energy deficit queue for FN n evolves as follows
The length of q n (t) indicates the deviation of the current energy consumption of FN n from its long-term energy constraint Q n . Based on the energy deficit queues, we present the online algorithm AFC in Algorithm 1. AFC determines the optimal service hosting profile a * ,t and task admission profile b * ,t in each time slot t by solving the following problem:
P2 min
where V is a positive control parameter used to adjust the trade-off between service delay minimization and energy deficit minimization. Note that solving P2 requires only currently available information. By considering the additional term n q n (t)E t n (a t , b t ), AFC takes into account the energy deficit of FNs in decision making. When q(t) is larger, minimizing the energy consumption is more critical. Thus, AFC works by following the philosophy of "if violate the energy constraint, then consume less energy", thereby satisfying the long-term energy constraints without foreseeing the future.
B. Performance Analysis of AFC
Next, we provide the performance bound of AFC in terms of the long-term service delay cost and long-term energy consumption compared to the optimal solution of P1 obtained by an oracle with full future information. 
Predict service demand d Observe backhaul transmission rate r t , round-trip time h t , uplink channel condition H t m,n ;
4:
Obtain a * ,t , b * ,t by solving P2.
5:
Update energy deficit queue for each FN: 
is the long-term service delay cost achieved by the optimal solution to P1; and ǫ > 0 is a constant which represents the long-term energy surplus
achieved by some stationary policy.
Proof. See online Appendix A [17] .
Theorem 1 demonstrates an [O(1/V ), O(V )
] delay-energy deficit trade-off. Specifically, the asymptotic expected system delay cost achieved by AFC is no higher than the optimal delay performance of the offline problem P1 plus a term B/V where B is a constant. Therefore, by choosing a large V , AFC is able to achieve the optimal system delay cost. However, a lower service delay is achieved at the price of a higher energy consumption. As presented in (8a), the expected energy deficit is bounded by [B + V (D max − D opt )]/ǫ and hence a large V may incur a large energy consumption. To complete the algorithm, it remains to solve the optimization problem P2, which will be discussed in the next section.
IV. DISTRIBUTED OPTIMIZATION WITH GIBBS SAMPLER
The problem P2 is a mixed-integer nonlinear programming. While there exist various techniques (such as Generalized Benders Decomposition) to solve it, these methods are usually centralized. When a centralized control is absent for information collection and centralized coordination, a distributed solution is desired so that each FN or (a small subset of FNs) can be configured in a distributed way. In the following, we develop a distributed algorithm based on Gibbs sampling techniques [18] for solving P2. Since P2 is solved in each time slot t, we drop the time index in the rest of this section.
A. Gibbs Sampling for Fog Configuration
In problem P2, the service hosting profile a and task admission profile b have to be jointly optimized. Fortunately, the task admission decisions of FNs are fully decoupled if the Fog configuration profile a is determined in advance. The optimal b can be easily derived because P2
is a linear programming with a fixed a. Since each a associates with an optimal b, we denote b as a deterministic function of a, denoted byb(a) = arg
q n E n (a, b). For ease of exposition, we writeb(a) asb in the rest of the paper. Now, we restate P2 with only a as a variable:
s.t. (5c), (5d), (5e) (8b)
P2-S is a non-convex combinatorial optimization and it cannot be solved with many distributed algorithms based on Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) and Dual Decomposition [19] , since these methods usually require the problem to be convex. While there exist distributed algorithms for non-convex combinatorial optimization, e.g. Distributed Stochastic
Algorithm [20] , most of them provide only convergence to local minimum. In the following, we leverage Gibbs Sampling (GS) to solve P2-S. The key advantage of GS is that it is able to converge to the global optimum with cooling schedule [21] . The GS is carried out in an iterative manner: in each iteration, an FN is selected (randomly or according to a predetermined order) to sample a new hosting decision from the conditional distribution with the remaining FNs fixing their decisions. The theory of Markov chain Monte Carlo guarantees that the probability of choosing a service hosting profile a is proportional to e −L(a)/σ , which is known as the Gibbs distribution. Moreover, running GS while reducing the temperature parameter σ can obtain the optimal a that minimizes the objective [21] . However, conventional GS is performed in sequential (i.e., one FN updates decision at a time) and the sequential GS has two main drawbacks: (1) it takes too long to complete one round of decision updating for large networks, (2) it works with an additional assumption that the global communication for information exchange is available, which may not hold in distributed Fog systems. To address these problems, we propose Chromatic Parallel Gibbs Sampling (CPGS) to enable the distributed decision making. It is worth noting that the convergence results of GS are typically available for sequential Gibbs samplers and extreme parallelism often cannot guarantee the ergodicity and convergence to Gibbs distribution [22] . The proposed CPGS carefully transforms sequential GS into an equivalent parallel sampling by exploiting the special structure of considered Fog network using Markov Random Field and
Graph Coloring, such that the ergodicity and convergence are preserved.
B. Chromatic Parallel Gibbs Sampling
To reach the Gibbs distribution, the sequential GS samples hosting decision a i (τ + 1) at FN i for iteration (τ + 1) according to a posterior conditional distribution p calculated based on the hosting profile a(τ ) in iteration τ as follows: and the probability distribution for updating a i ∈ F i is:
where
q n E n (a,b), and Ω i is the one-hop neighborhood of
Proof. See online Appendix B [17] .
Proposition 1 implies that when FN i changes its decision a i , the change in L Ω i is the same no matter how a FN outside of Γ i also changes its configuration at the same time. This property is the key to enabling the parallelism in GS. Moreover, we know from (9) that a decision is selected with a higher probability if it leads to a lower cost of FNs in Ω i . 
C. Distributed Algorithm based on CPGS
Now, we present the distributed algorithm to solve P2 based on CPGS (Algorithm 2). The algorithm works in an iterative manner as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In each iteration τ , a colorset Choose a colorset of FNs l j randomly; 4: for each FN i ∈ l j do 5:
for each feasible hosting decision a i ∈ F i do 6:
Determine the association strategies of SNs within the coverage of
Compute
by fixing the configuration of FNs in Γ i , ∀i ∈ l τ ; 8: end for
Sample a i (τ + 1) according to (9) and send a i (τ + 1) to FNs in Γ i ; 10: end for
11:
Stop iteration if service delay cost converges;
12: end for 13: Return: optimal configuration profile a * .
two pieces of information: (1) the service demand of its one-hop neighbors, which is exchanged at the beginning of each time slot t; (2) the current hosting decision of FNs within its Markov Blanket Γ i , which are exchanged in the previous iteration. With this information, FN i computes
), ∀a i ∈ F i locally by fixing the decisions of FNs in Γ i . Then, FN i samples a new a i (τ + 1) according to the probability distribution in (9) . After the hosting decisions are updated, the chosen FNs send new decisions to the FNs in Γ i , which prepares for the next iteration.
Note that during the iterations, FNs do not need to actually change configuration, which is only needed after the completion of CPGS.
D. Performance Analysis of CPGS
Next, we prove the convergence and optimality of CPGS.
Proposition 2 (Convergence and Optimality). CPGS converges from any initial distribution to
Gibbs distribution π(a)
and as σ → 0, CPGS converges to the global optimum with probability 1.
Proof. See online Appendix C [17] .
Following the classic result of parallel computing in [23] , we can analyze the time complexity of CPGS: • Delay-optimal Fog configuration (D-optimal): FNs are configured to minimize the service delay regardless of the long-term energy constraints. It is a combinatorial optimization and can be solved by Gibbs sampling with simulated annealing [21] .
• Non-cooperative Fog configuration (NCOP): Each FN works independently to serves a dedicated set of SNs. Therefore, FNs simply host the services with the largest expected demand.
The long-term energy consumption constraints are enforced by Lyapunov optimization [12] .
• Single-slot constraint (SSC): Instead of following the long-term constraints, FNs impose an energy constraint E t n (a t , b t ) ≤ Q n in each time slot t such that the long-term energy constraints are satisfied. SSC is fully decoupled temporally and therefore can be solved by Constraint Gibbs sampling [24] . respectively. It can be seen that AFC achieves the close-to-optimal service delay while closely following the long-term energy constraints. Specifically, D-optimal achieves the lowest service delay since it is designed to minimize the service delay by fully exploiting the computation resource at FNs regardless of the energy constraints. As a result, D-optimal incurs a large amount of energy deficit as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The main purpose of AFC is to follow the long-term energy constraint of each FN while minimizing the service delay. As can be observed in Fig.   3(b) , the time-average energy deficits of AFC and NCOP converge to zero, which means that the long-term energy constraints are satisfied. Moreover, AFC achieves a close-to-optimal delay performance. By contrast, NCOP incurs a large service delay with cooperation removed. The SSC scheme poses an energy constraint in each time slot thereby satisfying the long-term energy constraints. However, SSC makes the energy scheduling less flexible across time slots and hence cannot handle well the temporal variation of service demand and results in a large service delay.
B. Service Demand Allocation
Next, we proceed to see how AFC works to benefit the Fog system. The key idea of AFC is to accommodate more service demand at FNs thereby avoiding the large service delay incurred by Cloud offloading. Fig. 4 depicts the allocation of service demand in the first 20 time slots when running AFC and NCOP. We see clearly that AFC allows more service demand to be processed within the Fog system by enabling the collaborative service hosting. By contrast, NCOP relies more on the cloud server to process SNs' service demand.
C. Impact of control parameter V Figure 5 shows the impact of control parameter V on the performance of AFC. The result presents a [O(1/V ), O(V )] trade-off between the long-term system delay cost and the long-term energy deficit, which is consistent with our theoretical analysis in Theorem 1. With a larger V , AFC emphasizes more on the system delay cost and is less concerned with the energy deficit.
As V grows to the infinity, AFC is able to achieve the optimal delay cost. hosting capacities. It can be observed that the service delay decreases with the increase in the service hosting capacity for both AFC and NCOP. This is due to the fact that more service demand can be satisfied by the FNs without sending to the remote cloud. Moreover, by comparing AFC and NCOP, we see that the delay reduction achieved by AFC decreases as the service hosting capacity grows. This is because most services can be satisfied by an individual FN with large service hosting capacity, and therefore the role of collaboration is diminished. It can be observed that CPGS converges much faster than the sequential GS. In this particular example, CPGS converges in 10 iterations, by contrast, the sequential GS takes 20 iterations to converge. Moreover, we see that CPGS and the sequential GS converges to the same optimal value, which means that CPGS preserves the features of ergodicity and optimality of sequential GS. In this paper, we studied adaptive Fog configuration under energy constraints for IIoT systems.
We proposed AFC, an online distributed algorithm for Fog configuration adaptive to both temporal and spatial service demand patterns. The proposed algorithm is easy to implement and provides provable performance guarantee. This work makes a valuable step towards optimizing the performance of Fog systems by considering service availability at fog nodes. However, future efforts are required to put the proposed framework into real-world application. For example, real demand traces of industrial things are preferred for the algorithm evaluation; practical issues such as communication failure should be considered during the distributed optimization; real
IIoT platform can be constructed to run and verify the efficacy of the proposed framework.
